TOP TAKEAWAYS

- Independent documentary filmmakers, as uniquely trusted storytellers about the complexities of American life, are critical to the future of the public sphere and a healthy democracy.

- At a moment of intertwined crises in America, public television and independent filmmakers are crucial partners in reaching the American public; both need more investment in that relationship: to stabilize it, support it, and ensure their mutual contribution to America’s communities.

- Public television urgently needs to strengthen its relationship with BIPOC independent filmmakers, a vibrant resource to address the racial reckoning.

- Increased funding is needed now, and on an ongoing basis, for independent filmmakers and the organizations that directly support their work.

INTRODUCTION

Taking the Pulse in a Time of Crisis

In response to the urgency of the moment, with intertwined public health, economic and political crises that disproportionately impact communities of color and artists, the board of Independent Television Service (ITVS) and the Center for Media & Social Impact (CMSI) conducted a fact-finding mission between June 2020 and December 2020. We examined the relationship between independent filmmakers and public television—and especially ITVS. (By “independent filmmakers,” we mean filmmakers who initiate their own projects outside executive-produced series, and maintain editorial control.) Amid celebrations of PBS’s 50th anniversary, we wanted to look to the future.
With funding from the Ford Foundation, we conducted confidential interviews with 57 thought leaders in the field of documentary filmmaking for public television, either individually or in small groups. Participants include filmmakers, public television leaders, CEOs of production houses, philanthropists, influencers and non-profit arts organizations. These groups and individuals described some of the unique challenges and opportunities of this moment, and gave us suggestions for short- and long-term improvement.

While specific suggestions were enormously helpful in ITVS’ own strategic planning, we also discovered a passionate commitment among interviewees to public broadcasting generally. The group was 63% ethnically/racially diverse, 54% female and included LGBT+ people and people with disabilities. They frankly discussed (with the promise of confidentiality) weaknesses and strengths of the current relationship between filmmakers and public television, and to the service it provides to civil society.

Because of ITVS’ position within public broadcasting and within the public sphere, it is in a unique position to garner these insights. It is a stand-alone organization, created by Congress in 1988 to ensure a pipeline of diverse and independent programming to the public, but funded primarily by federal tax dollars through the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Its job is to produce, independently from CPB, PBS or stations, high-quality, accurate, diverse, creative programs on issues of public importance.

To better reflect America, ITVS has created a racially diverse board and staff. It funds programs that reflect America’s ethnic, racial, class, gender and geographic diversity, and the diversity of the disabled. Its independence, integrity, and strong relationships with filmmakers are essential to annually providing hundreds of hours of programming that reflect the complexity of America.

This report summarizes what we heard from interlocutors who want the best for public broadcasting as a bulwark of democracy.
THE STARTING POINT

A Shattered Public Trust

The people we talked to believed they had a role to play in addressing the urgent question:

How do we build back the American people’s shared understanding of democratic values?

The situation is dire. Many citizens currently live in a disinformation-structured reality where they perceive that the danger of the COVID-19 virus has been exaggerated, election fraud is rampant, and the government is corrupt by definition. Indeed, more than a third of Americans approved of the January 6, 2021 siege of the U.S. Capitol at the time it happened. Another and sometimes overlapping large minority, including BIPOC, people with disabilities, rural and urban poor, and other under-served groups, finds its experienced reality routinely denied and defied in media and in daily interactions with authorities; today’s racial reckoning spotlights that brutal truth and the need to confront it. At the same time, we see strategic attacks on public knowledge about America’s racialized past and present, calculatedly veiled as attacks on “critical race theory” and further polarizing the public. Social media companies, which in the absence of regulation built a business model that thrives on surveillance and manipulation, have become weapons of disinformation campaigns. Hedge funds have gobbled up print journalism’s claim to informing the public.

America’s local newspapers—crucial transmitters of everyday shared reality—have closed their doors at such record rates that we can now map “news deserts” across the nation. Americans experience this disastrous failure of reliable information at a time when they also lack local institutions that can unite them around civic goals.

Forty years of unquestioning faith in the private sector as the engine of innovation in media has resulted instead in engines of conflict and distrust. This market failure has been titanic, and the cost could be fatal for our democracy.

PUBLIC BROADCASTING

A Platform for Shared Realities

Public television in the United States, our interlocutors argued, is worth protecting. Much research backs them up. Democracy requires a reliable flow of information within a context of trust. The catastrophic state of local newspapers, the horrifying polarization in cable news and social media, the predictable and narrow range of news available in commercial broadcast television are all vivid proof of the market’s inability to dependably produce a trusted, factually reliable environment for civil discourse. Public broadcasting was established in part, as the 1967 Public Broadcasting Act’s legislative language noted, because “the success of our democratic institutions still depends ultimately upon the informed judgments of the citizens of our cities, towns, and local communities.”

National and international studies demonstrate a virtuous circle between public broadcasting news, audience trust and public democratic participation. A recent Knight Foundation meta-study noted

“What happens to the least of us impacts all of us. And those are the stories independent filmmakers tell. Public television can help diverse voices, empowering us to tell stories differently.”

– Independent documentary filmmaker
that public television news viewers are better informed than those watching commercial television. They’re more likely to vote, and to have more factually accurate views on crime and immigration. Countries with strong public broadcasters have higher levels of social trust and people are less likely to hold extremist views.10

PBS is the most trusted public institution in the United States—even by many people who get their news primarily from Fox or Reddit. Its programs, required by law to be balanced and fair, are fully vetted for accuracy. On public television, profit does not dictate content—no clickbait, no data mining for profit, just quality content for communities.

Through local stations everywhere, it reaches more Americans—98% of the population—than commercial broadcast does (at 96%). And broadcasting is still a core medium. More than 96% of American homes have connected televisions.11 Even social media contains a large proportion of links from broadcast sites. Local television is still where people most often turn for their news,12 even though online sources gain every year.13

Throughout its history, public television has been an innovative force. Today, there are fewer islands of innovation. Stagnant federal funding has affected public broadcasting’s capacity to address its mission. In public broadcasting’s 50th year, the New York Times summarized its challenges with the headline “PBS Showed TV the Future. But What Does Its Own Look Like?” The news article concluded with a sobering note: “for PBS to thrive another 50 years, reinvention seems a necessity.”14

Our interviewees told us that a critical piece of re-imagining public broadcasting is already available: Storytelling that speaks to basic values of diversity and innovation in a democratic spirit. Scaling that capacity is crucial. Public broadcasting, in concert with diverse independent documentary filmmakers, can help communities across the nation receive and expect media that reflects critical issues and engages citizens in the most constructive ways.

“These stories help people feel another person’s experience in a way they never could have imagined feeling. These filmmakers find a way into a story that helps us understand our collectiveness—even if it’s completely different from our own experience.”

– Public television programmer
“We should want to hear what’s going on in, say, the middle of America. When people don’t feel you can hear their voices, they don’t care about you either. How do we find the hidden treasures we’re not seeing now?”

- Independent documentary filmmaker

STORYTELLING CREATES SHARED REALITIES

Documentaries are a powerful medium to create shared reality and improve it. We know they work to create shared reality because of cognitive science, research on narrative transportation, and because of the history of public broadcasting’s use of documentaries.

The research findings are clear. People make sense of the welter of clues about reality in their environment by making stories out of them. They extend their knowledge of the world beyond their own experience in the same way. Storytelling is our meaning-making engine.15

“Narrative transportation” refers to the way in which the emotionally fueled arc of a film transports people out of their lives and into a story. When that journey is anchored to real life, it can provide a profound virtual experience of an issue or problem.16 “By humanizing the headlines of hot-button social problems, documentaries can disrupt a settled or one-dimensional narrative,” scholar Caty Borum Chattoo notes. Such disruption is critical to the cultivation of “narrative imagination,” which philosopher Martha Nussbaum calls “essential preparation for moral interaction.”17

Research on the effects of documentary films also shows their ability to create a problem-solving community around shared virtual experience:

Early research findings of PHILLY D.A.’s community impact showed that the critically acclaimed 2021 docuseries triggered a strong appetite for learning about and discussing how to reform the criminal legal system, not only from individuals who are already steeped in the issues but also from those who haven’t thought much about them before.18

In one study, social work and teaching professionals joined a screening of a documentary by Anne DeMare and Kirsten Kelly about homeless high schoolers, The Homestretch. They reported that their emotional connection to the intimate stories and shared experience motivated them to rededicate themselves to their challenging work.19
In another recent study, seven groups of Americans—Black and white, older and younger, in red and blue states—gathered at their local public television stations to discuss their shared viewing of Jacqueline Olive’s documentary *Always in Season*, about the ongoing horrifying reality of lynching. Universally, people left the session with a commitment to the hard work of change within their communities, across racial and other lines.20

Studies of *The Invisible War* by Kirby Dick and Amy Ziering a film about sexual assault in the military, showed that hundreds of filmmaker-led private and public screenings for policy makers, advocacy organizations, journalists and military personnel resulted in fundamental changes in the rules governing the military’s response to assault allegations.21

**AN URGENT NEED TO SUPPORT DOC FILMMAKERS AND PUBLIC TELEVISION**

American independent documentary filmmakers are among our nation’s precious creative assets, both journalistically and aesthetically. These are the people who find the untold stories and tell them in distinctive, authentic voices with editorial independence. They are the artists who embody and chronicle America’s diversity. Their stories document our present and past, and become part of our national memory and our educational systems.

The pandemic put that precious resource at risk. Filmmakers like other artists have been disproportionately affected by the economic challenges of Covid-19. In April 2020, nearly three-quarters of film professionals were fully unemployed because of the pandemic. Filmmakers who identify as BIPOC, LGBT+ or as living with disabilities are unemployed at particularly high rates.22 In October 2020, Californians for the Arts reported that a third of cultural sector employees were unemployed.23 By contrast, national unemployment rates overall fell from about 15% in April to less than 7% in December 2020.24

These short-term losses have turned into career and field-threatening crises. In April 2021, a national survey of documentary filmmakers showed how deep the pandemic crisis is in the field. Two-thirds of all filmmakers reported significant losses from the pandemic, and nearly half of those reported those losses as profound.25 The crisis for filmmakers imperils the pipeline of production, particularly for those most vulnerable—emerging, BIPOC, and other marginalized groups, the very groups that public broadcasting has, through ITVS and minority initiatives, historically supported.
The pandemic has delivered a body blow to independent filmmaking ecology. This puts the pipeline at risk, particularly for marginalized voices.

Documentary production has grown dramatically in the last three decades as production fueled by Discovery, National Geographic, Amazon, Netflix, Hulu and niche content providers shows us. Yet too little of this content serves the needs of a democratic public. Commercial imperatives of course set priorities. As filmmaker Amy Ziering noted in The Hollywood Reporter, “As the streamers consolidate, the options become more limited...Now they’re chasing algorithms much more, and it’s more clickbait than integrity. It’s less investigative journalism getting funded.”

And sometimes, filmmakers tell us (as does the New York Times), big streamers avoid films on important issues—such as the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, and the death of Kim Jong-un’s brother—that might complicate their global businesses.

U.S. public broadcasting has long been a trusted outlet for independent filmmakers. In fact, documentary filmmaking and public broadcasting have grown up together, and mutually built strength and creative approaches to tell meaningful American stories. It was independent filmmakers who pioneered such innovations as cinéma vérité, the historical mini-series, the personal essay documentary, and the hybrid documentary—all on public television. It was independent filmmakers who brought home to all Americans, with Blackside Productions’ Eyes on the Prize, the truth that Civil Rights history was core to American history—on public television. It was independent filmmakers who brought to public television the commitment to community engagement on important social issues, using independently-made documentaries as a platform to launch transformative discussions both nationally and in local communities.

The filmmakers we interviewed sometimes used the term “PBS Baby” to describe the way they came up within the system. They love what public television delivers in terms of reach, branding and local engagement at the station level.

“I get to make the film I want to make, and I get help with [civic] engagement, which no commercial outlet will do,” said one filmmaker who co-produced a documentary with ITVS.

But too often they experienced public television as an obstacle course, rather than a service that is designed to support the production and distribution of their work. We listened to filmmaker after filmmaker describe the need for public broadcasting to have a more consistent, supportive approach to ensure that inclusive documentary storytelling reaches Americans where they live.

“What does public media look like, when BIPOC people are 40% of the population?” one BIPOC filmmaker asked. “We need to be in that conversation.” Filmmakers living with disabilities told us that their community—the largest minority group in the country—is routinely ignored, and needs to be seen and heard in all its creativity and diversity. “We’re over being your afterthought,” one said.

Shortly after interviews closed, this issue became more public. In spring 2021, BIPOC filmmakers from a newly formed organization, Beyond Inclusion, challenged PBS to provide full data on PBS’
history with BIPOC production, calling for “meaningful dialogue and action, and to engage BIPOC filmmakers as we chart a course forward.”

Although we do not yet have PBS data, ITVS data, analyzed independently by scholars, shows that public TV programming by independent producers, through Independent Lens and POV, is remarkably more racially diverse than other programs on public TV. Indeed, some commercial series are more racially diverse than some leading public TV series.

The gap in support extends to public television’s production budgets, which are no longer competitive. “Public television is stuck at a budget level from 15 to 20 years ago. It’s a much more competitive landscape today,” one filmmaker told us. “It’s not working to spend 10 years to make a movie while you’re putting funding together,” another BIPOC filmmaker said. Filmmakers were frustrated with lack of support between films, as well, and with the need to piece together budgets from different parts of public television and private funders.

Documentary filmmakers who intend their work primarily as a catalyst for civic engagement told us that their strongest motivation is contributing to meaningful social change. Few documentary films on social issues make a profit. Inconsistent support from public television meant that social-issue filmmakers often had to find commercial projects with cable or streamers, take up gig work using their technical skills, or find other ways to survive.

Public television leaders often agreed with these complaints; indeed, they also expressed frustration with being under-resourced to compete for viewers, especially post-Gen X generations, in a streaming world. Independent documentaries attract younger, more racially diverse audiences than typical PBS demographics, Nielsen research shows; but often those same audiences don’t find follow-up programming that commits them to public broadcasting in time to keep them from moving on. The challenge, filmmakers and public television staffers alike told us, is delivering a deep menu of diverse content to keep these desperately needed audiences from turning away after one bite.

As well, PBS’ broadcast model doesn’t fit well with younger viewing practices; PBS’ streaming options are various, incomplete, and inconsistent. “Our audiences are walking away from us,” one said. “Young people aren’t even finding our programs.”

Interviewees knew that public television would need a bigger budget, to develop the multiplatform strategy and tools necessary for survival.

Filmmakers wanted faster turnaround times on funding decisions, agility to address timely topics in ways that reach younger audiences on social media, and recognition from public broadcasting of their role as storytellers in serving American publics. “We are your success stories,” one said.

“PBS was the only place that would let me use my Black voice and creative ability to tell the stories I wanted to tell. I wish PBS did a better job of letting the world know that.”

–Independent documentary filmmaker

A 2021 Peabody Award winner, the five-part film series ASIAN AMERICANS led by producer Renee Tajima-Peña came to life through the collaborative efforts of WETA, PBS, and the Center for Asian American Media in association with ITVS. It examines the impact of Asian Americans in shaping America’s history and identity.
“You could be celebrating us, and celebrating your role in showcasing us.” Overall, they thought public broadcasting takes too little credit for its unique commitment to diverse filmmaking. “Where is the marketing that shows off what public television does really well?” asked one. That diverse programming is, filmmakers pointed out, a crucial competitive advantage, particularly in a time of social crisis. As well, making filmmakers themselves aware of public television’s unique capacities—its granting of authorial control and its engagement strengths—could show newer generations of makers why public television could be an option for them.

Our interlocutors noted that the critical role of filmmakers in providing core civic programming is often entirely left out of the funding model for public television.

Independent filmmakers who create programming for PBS have not received any portion of the $75 million CPB allocation from the CARES Act or the $175 million from the American Rescue Plan emergency funding. They were also not beneficiaries of any of the $2 billion in spectrum sale dollars as PTV stations sold public spectrum rights.

When we asked interviewees to “dream big,” outside the constraints of today’s reality, they showed both great creativity and a passionate commitment to public television. Interviewees imagined, among other things, an expansion at scale of federal, state and local taxpayer resources for cultural agencies such as the National and state-level Endowments for the Arts and Humanities, the Institute for Museum and Library Services and of course, public television. They imagined a public television where diversity, equity and inclusion was more visible, in both programming and publicity. They thought public television could hold up diverse creators as exemplars, across the ecology, including stations, CPB and PBS. Interviewees pointed to the many intersectionalities addressed and embodied by independent producers, but also highlighted specifically racial diversity in a time of racial reckoning.

“**We have the ideals of democracy, but then the reality kicks in of how much it costs to do this and sustain oneself.**”

- Independent documentary filmmaker

Along with Vision Maker, ITVS champions films about Native American communities and culture like INDIAN RELAY by Montana-based filmmaker Charles Dye.
Participants dreamed of specific additional support and services designed to help filmmakers at all stages of their development, from emerging to mid-career to seasoned. Their ideas included:

WAYS TO CREATE AND MAINTAIN FILMMAKER COMMITMENT TO PUBLIC TELEVISION, SUCH AS:

- Fellowships for those who finished a film and are in pre-production on another;
- Partnerships between public television entities and other creative support organizations to offer professionalization;
- Mentoring programs that strengthen the pipeline of talent and link it to public television;
- A job service that connects filmmakers in the public television family to temporary opportunities while they line up their next film;
- A first-look option for public television that goes along with the institution’s commitment to sustain filmmakers.

WAYS TO MAKE PUBLIC TELEVISION A MORE ROBUST AND COMPETITIVE SERVICE:

- A unified streaming service, with a deep library that could be curated in a timely way to address current realities and deepen public discourse;
- Expand national capacity to produce with regional filmmakers, in order to better serve diverse and rural markets;
- Production partnerships between public television and public radio and podcasters to create multi-faceted, serialized projects;
- Invest more in promoting public television and filmmakers for their shared capacity to showcase America’s diversity;
- Generate taxpayer revenue for public media services with taxes on, for instance, commercial streamers, on mergers or on social media services.

The “dream big” discussions showed us the faith of filmmakers and public television staffers alike in the capacities of this unique public ecology to expand and respond to the challenging market environment, if given the chance and the resources.

Even in their thinking about opportunities to improve within the current realities, our interlocutors never argued for shifting funds within an already bare-bones budget in public television. They were acutely aware of the scarce resources available currently. They wanted to see more government investment in both creators and their public institutions. Increased investment certainly makes

“I dreamed of being in the ITVS family.”

– Independent documentary filmmaker
sense economically. Small documentary production businesses typically have several full-time employees, serving as the apprenticeship system for the next generation of filmmakers. They draw upon a wide range of other small businesses and professional service contractors to fuel the local economy and tax base. Creative businesses also contribute substantially to the national economy.31

It also makes sense within the American tradition. Government investment in the arts has had positive immediate and long-range outcomes. Several of our interviewees pointed to the long-term cultural wealth generated by the federal government’s Depression-era Works Progress Administration (WPA) Federal Project Number One, which supported 40,000 creatives in visual arts, music, theater and literature.32 Others noted that in LBJ’s Great Society initiative, federal arts funding33 launched public broadcasting, the National Endowments for the Humanities and the Arts, and the Institute for Museum and Library Services.

PBS President and CEO Paula Kerger also agrees that documentaries are crucial to public television’s long-term survival. Coining PBS as “America’s Home for Documentaries,” she has pledged to “continue to look for ways to bring in more and more new voices,” including as leaders within PBS. “I think these documentaries are what defines public broadcasting,” she said.34

**HOW PUBLIC TELEVISION CREATED THE PRODUCTION ENGINES FOR INDIES**

Public television is actually built to efficiently and effectively absorb new funding. ITVS exists to co-produce independent documentary films in service of American democracy. Other public television entities including the National Multicultural Alliance’s five entities—Black Public Media, Center for Asian American Media, Latino Public Broadcasting, Pacific Islanders in Communication, Vision Maker Media—also receive government funding to bring ethnically and racially diverse voices to the public. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting’s work with the private production house Firelight Media could serve as an example for other partnerships as well.

**ITVS CREATED BY FILMMAKERS, WITH EDITORIAL INDEPENDENCE**

Filmmakers have recognized the crucial importance of public television in working to create all these opportunities. From the founding of today’s public television in 1967, independent filmmakers have carved out spaces on public television for diverse American voices. The Public Telecommunications Financing Act of 1978 mandated dedicated funding for public broadcasting to support independent filmmaking in the service of a more robust, resilient democracy. In 1988, CPB, as a result of a Congressional mandate, created ITVS “to expand the diversity and innovativeness of programming available to public broadcasting.”35 Programming by minority independent producers was mandated in part to attract more minority viewers to public television.36 ITVS’ production decisions were
specifically protected from editorial interference by CPB or others in public TV. Congress did this because it trusted the independent filmmakers who, over a ten year period, explained their role in civic media. Congress believed that independent filmmakers’ work solved a problem for public broadcasting stemming from a funding model that impeded diversity and innovation, even though its founding legislation required it to deliver both.\textsuperscript{37} Today, documentary filmmakers routinely participate in the ITVS-led public panels and review processes that select programs for funding, and six or more sit on the 13-member ITVS board at any given time. Congress also invested in a national, not a local strategy, knowing that the economics of broadcasting do not permit routine development of nationally-distributable programs on local budgets.

This production model has proven remarkably efficient in delivering programming that reflects a breadth of diversity: race, ethnicity, class, gender, geography, and disability. Looking at ITVS, for example, its overhead is an unusually low 10%, and its board, staff, filmmakers, and films show a much higher level of racial diversity than average for the field.\textsuperscript{38}

ITVS productions have won over 100 Emmy and Peabody awards and garnered 21 Academy Award nominations, including \textit{The Mole Agent} by Maite Alberdi Solo, \textit{Minding the Gap} by Bing Liu, and \textit{I Am Not Your Negro} by Raoul Peck. Through these awards, ITVS has brought far more accolades to public television than any other funder or co-producer. It is an industry leader in engagement strategies. For instance, the 2019 film \textit{The Providers} by Laura Green and Anna Moot-Levin focused on the challenge of providing rural health care and the building of trust between doctor and patient, was shown nationally in primetime and at community screenings to 5,000 people in 98 events in spring 2019. Another 8,000 watched together online and conversed with healthcare workers in rural America. The audience members talked about volunteering or job shadowing at a clinic. “We think we can reduce opioid addiction in the next generation by 50%,” said a New Mexico PBS event participant.

\textit{BLIND LOVE}, a short-form episodic series co-produced by filmmaker Patricia Zagarella and ITVS, follows four single, blind millennials hoping to change their relationship status from “looking” to “taken.” Storytelling by and about people living with disabilities is on the rise in the independent documentary field.
Hispanics and Latinos comprise an estimated 15.3% of the U.S. population, and Latino Public Broadcasting and ITVS have been important partners for Latino American storytellers and audiences. One of many projects by and about Latino Americans is DOLORES, a film about Dolores Huerta.

**CONCLUSION**

The filmmakers we talked to—across three generations—all agreed that public television has created unique institutions in American media ecology for authorial films for civic engagement. At the same time, like the independents who worked for the creation of ITVS and the National Multicultural Alliance, they imagined these institutions at a much larger scale.39

Their vision was a generous one, of a society that could support civic engagement and cultural expression in the service of a more resilient community. They wanted to be able to work more productively in a supportive relationship between filmmakers and public television, for the benefit of a shared mission of public culture. Together they wanted to attract new and more diverse audiences to programming that justifies a government investment in public media. It was also a practical vision, which both recognized the civic danger of a documentary ecology in which commercial priorities led by streamers dictates content, and the threat to the economy from starving out its diverse creative talents. At a time of national cultural and political crisis, their vision—developed over decades of work together—can make a difference for a democratic future.

The relationship between independent filmmakers throughout the diversity of American experiences and our nation's public television ecology—and particularly between indies and public television's production entities—is vital to the future of both. It is also a precious and proven vehicle to share the stories that can rebuild democratic communities. That relationship must be treasured, built upon, and strengthened, both on an emergency basis, to recover from pandemic damage, and to build a stronger mutual future.
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